WIRDDrive

Storage as a service (SaaS)

Sync, Store, Share Your Files Securely with WIRDDrive
Choosing WIRDDrive provides your company with a professional solution for file sharing
and collaborative work on the Internet.

Security

✓ Maximum security: Our dedicated and redundant data centers are located in
Switzerland
✓ Each platform is built in a private cloud
✓ The integrity of your data is checked each time it is modified
✓ Daily backup of your data in a second data center
✓ Every file or even a complete platform can be recovered up to 30 days after deletion
✓ Before a version upgrade, WIRDDrive passes more than 5000 tests

File Sharing,
Confidentiality and
Traceability

✓ Share your files directly from the platform by creating user accounts
✓ Your correspondent receives a link to access shared documents. No account and no
connection to the platform is required.
✓ Event logs and full traceability of actions performed on the platform
✓ Configurable e-mail alerts for each folder of the platform: your users are automatically
notified when a document is filed or updated

Collaborative
Working

✓ With WIRDDrive, discover entirely new team working possibilities
✓ Access your data without time or location constraints
✓ Exclusive access lock prevents other users from modifying a document at the same
time
✓ Version history of a file can be reviewed
✓ Annotations on folders and files are possible, similar to a post-it note
✓ Real-time notifications: each team member is automatically informed as soon as a file
is modified

Intuitive Web
Interface

✓ With WIRDDrive, you manage your user’s access rights in a detailed manner
✓ Every user has a personal account to access WIRDDrive
✓ Choose which user or user group can access what information on the platform, and what
actions can be performed (browse, read, download, add, modify, delete and invite
another user)
✓ Share a folder with as many users or groups as necessary

Synchronisation
Agent

✓ A software agent can be installed on your Windows, iOS or Linux computers and
synchronizes selected folders
✓ Distribute your documents to your team members in real time
✓ Files are automatically synchronized on WIRDDrive
✓ Detect file changes in order to only transfer the modified data

Mobile Application

✓ Access your data online from anywhere
✓ Application on IOS and Android
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